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LETTER

summer
welcome
Dear Clients and Friends,

We are excited to unveil our newly designed newsletter to you! The
Envisionary has evolved over the past 20+ years, and from the beginning,
we have strived to bring unique value to the reader. Here you will find
more content and stories than we have had in the past, all with a fresh
new feel. We believe that in today’s digital world, the classic magazine still
has a place in our lives.
The season of summer is here. When we think of summer, many of us
dream of a slower, simpler way of life, even if for just a few months.
Whatever your summer wishes might be, I hope this newsletter gives you
inspiration for paying it forward (page 6), creating a blueprint for your life
(page 7), and downsizing, resizing or simplifying your home and life (pages
8-10). This edition also highlights our Team here at Lee Stoerzinger, Inc.
(pages 4-5).
Wherever your travels may take you in your financial and personal lives,
everyone at Lee Stoerzinger, Inc. is ready to help you on your journey. If
you would like to discuss any topics you read about in the newsletter, I am
happy to talk. Until then, warm, sunny wishes for a great summer!

Sincerely,

Lee Stoerzinger

, CFP®

President

The New Path

Of Least Resistance

In recent publications of this newsletter, we have had
discussions relating to a topic which has garnered much
attention over the past several years; active vs passive investing.
There is much debate these days about which is the best way
to invest and why. With the strong rise in U.S. markets, passive
investing has come to the forefront as a preferred style. It
has permeated discussions about asset allocation, costs and
benefits, regulatory awareness, and even whether active
investing continues to make sense. However, one thing which
hasn’t been nearly as widely discussed is the structural changes
that are occurring in the markets due to this new trend, and the
potential issues down the road. Let’s do a quick review on what
exactly passive and active investing strategies are, and go over
some of these items.
Passive investing is a strategy where an investor mimics an index
or certain market such as stocks or bonds, etc. Active investing
is hiring managers who try to outperform certain markets, and
has a belief that picking securities is better over time than just
owning everything.
When we think about investing in its purest form, it is about
using capital to reward certain opportunities, and taking away
from things which do not provide long-term gain. This is by
definition, what investors attempt to do. When we reward
everyone equally in the marketplace, especially in large amounts
and over a long period of time, we believe that it may take away
the natural process of picking winners and losers. When we
add programmed trading and algorithms to the mix, we are in
unchartered territory.
Second, there are companies who ultimately get to be the
decision makers as it relates to various indexes. After all,
someone determines which companies get to be put in and
removed. As a matter of fact, there are now more indexes than

U.S. stocks. This may be splitting hairs a bit, but is there such a
thing as pure indexing, or is it just a leaner variation of active
management? We believe the discussion needs to be re-phrased
a bit, and taken a little deeper. Active and passive can be used
in many ways and on different levels, and cannot be accurately
discussed in two minute commercials or media soundbites.
Third, what happens when certain investment companies who
offer passive management become the largest shareholders
of corporate America? Do we now have huge sole entities
controlling America's corporations? Is everyone cool with that?
Finally, history has always shown that when too many people
follow something, opportunities for big errors tend to happen.
Think of past events in housing, stock markets, or even debt
accumulation. Things always go well, until they don’t. It’s only
when everyone is trying to get off the elevator at the same
time when things tend to change. Having so much money all
going the same way is an interesting event from an economic
perspective, and we need to be thinking about what that could
mean in all types of markets.
We believe there are valid reasons for both active and passive
investing and that they can play important roles in building
portfolios. We understand and use them well. What led
to us covering this topic in greater detail is the amount of
commentary and questions we have received, the “group think”
that has emerged about this topic at large in the industry,
and the lack of awareness about significant changes in the
marketplace that may appear in the future. Ultimately, while we
believe passive investing is here to stay, its current prevalence is
partly a function of rising markets and has become the path of
least resistance. We have seen it before and we will see it again.
We just wonder what is going to happen next time the elevator
doors again begin to close.

Investing involves risk. No investment strategy can guarantee positive results. Loss, including loss of principal, may occur.
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Getting
To Know
Our Team
Our Mission

We guide our clients in refining what is most important to them, and build
a plan around those unique aspects of their lives. We understand that
evaluating complex financial information, and putting the pieces together
can be challenging. We help create a clear picture, and set a process in
motion to achieve successful outcomes by joining the “money side” with
the “life side” of our clients plans.

Our Philosophy

Lee Stoerzinger, Inc. brings a unique offering to the industry and to our
clients, by pioneering the development of the “four quadrants of money”
concept. While much of how we think about money is purely “financial,”
we understand that it is also “emotional,” “intellectual” and “spiritual.” We
believe that building a solid wealth plan must incorporate all these pieces,
or significant inefficiencies in the overall wellness of the life strategy will
arise. We use this mindset as an overlay to our core disciplines.

Our Team

We are proud to have a group of seasoned and dedicated professionals
who bring specific competence to each aspect of client relationships.
Each of us hold the client as top priority and implement a values-based
approach in all we do.

Lee Stoerzinger, CFP® – PRESIDENT AND AUTHOR
For the past 25 years, I have dedicated my professional life to helping people become financially independent. This
dedication stems from my passion for investments and economics, and for helping clients make decisions that shape their
futures. I recently wrote the book On the Back Burner because I saw a need to understand legacy in a broader way. It
shows us that by figuring out what we want to leave behind, we can enrich the lives we have today.

Matt Benson – REGISTERED ADMINISTRATIVE ASSOCIATE
Navigating today’s complicated financial planning landscape has never been more challenging. Here at Lee Stoerzinger,
Inc., we identified that to meet the increasing needs of our clients, we needed to offer a team-based approach. My
14 years in this industry have provided me with valuable experience that I can draw on when assisting Lee in developing
personalized financial plans. Each situation is unique and I am proud of our firm’s processes and resources which help
our clients reach their goals.
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Pictured (left to right) are Denise LaFontaine, Matt Benson, Lee Stoerzinger and Maggie Stoerzinger.

Denise LaFontaine – EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
I’m our clients first point of contact on the phone and when they visit our office. In fact, talking with clients is one of my
favorite parts of the job! I also oversee our office operations and account preparation. My career in financial services has
spanned 27 years and I am especially enjoying my time here.

Maggie Stoerzinger – RELATIONSHIP MANAGER
These past 15 years at our firm have given me the honor to be a part of our clients’ lives in many ways. My greatest
reward is when we earn the trust from clients and they become an extension of our family. Besides being the “hugger” at
our firm, my role is to actively build our business through client relations, strategic planning, and marketing.
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Pay itFORWARD
Kindness is Contagious…
with

ON THE BACK BURNER
The Power of Blueprinting

In appreciation and reflection for all the things we are
thankful for in our lives, our firm recently added a Pay
It Forward program.
A $100 gift card is given to a client who then will “pay
it forward” to someone in their community who needs
it most.

‘If we listen, there is always
someone who needs our help.’

Patti was excited to be chosen as first “giver” in this
initiative. The timing was perfect – she had just heard
about a place that serves women who need financial
resources after they have their baby. The $100 gift
helped purchase a car seat so that a new mom could
bring her newborn home.

About ten years ago, I went through an exercise called
blueprinting. It is a comprehensive process where you lay
out what you value most in life, what principles guide your
decisions, create a vision for your future and develop a longterm action plan. It included specific goals for one year later,
five years, ten, etc. For the first several years, I recall looking at
the plan at year end, and making sure I was on track. However,
I must admit it had been several years since I dusted off the old
plan and reviewed my goals. Until recently…
As I raced through the pages, I was absolutely amazed at what
I had written ten years ago, their current relevance, and what
I had accomplished. While many of the items had to do with

business growth, personal relationships, and life balance, there
were a few items which really stood out. What does your ideal
workspace look like? I wrote; “an inviting, professional office
overlooking trees and water in the back.” Check. There were
two others related to my ten-year goals. One was to build a
cabin (just did) and to publish a book. Enough said.
Present day, as I look out my office window, surrounded by
beautiful trees, animals and of course a lake, I am reassured
that the power of visioning can help get you anywhere you
want to go. We live in a world with so much information and
noise, that sometimes it’s hard to stay on track and live by
what we truly value. Try it for yourself. I triple dog dare you.

Check out Lee’s book…

On The Back Burner

“If we listen, there is always someone who needs our
help. I felt honored to help another in their time of
need.” Patti is no stranger to paying it forward. She
told us that when she was a young widow, someone
brought over a meal for her and her kids. “I was in
complete awe that this acquaintance cared enough
to make us a homemade meal. Ever since that kind
gesture, I have made many meals for others in their
time of grief.”

It’s a timely read uncovering the things
we say are most important, but have put
on the back burner of our lives.

Thank you, Patti, for sharing your story and inspiring us
all to bless another with a dose of kindness.

Stay tuned for another paying it forward story in a
future issue!

Patti, client since 2005
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View from Lee’s window. Credit goes to blueprinting!

Kindness is Contagious…
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For many, living without a
big mortgage means they
are able to save more, invest
more, experience more, and
retire sooner.

Living

Smaller

More Americans are considering alternatives to living large

Even if you are not ready to take the big leap into a tiny house--defined as a home that is 500 square feet or less, typically
on wheels---you still can enjoy the benefits of a more minimal
lifestyle by downsizing and decluttering. Practice and prepare
by going through your closets, cabinets, and living spaces, and
collect items that no longer fit you, that you no longer need, or
that you have not used in the past six months. Sell those items,
and bank the savings.
Whether you opt for a smaller home, a downtown
condominium, an apartment, or even a tiny house, downsizing
can bring about decreased financial stresses and an increased
sense of well-being.

spend less. Plus, downsizing and simplifying your life often go hand in hand.

If you do decide to take the plunge into true tiny living, you
will not be alone. Though the numbers are still small, there is
a growing population in the United States who are living their
dreams in tiny houses. They even have their own association.
It is estimated that, as of May 2016 (the latest that reliable
numbers were available), there were about 10,000 people
living small. That was up considerably from the couple hundred
just five years ago.1

These are the views of Platinum Advisor Marketing Strategies, LLC, and not necessarily those of the named representative, Broker Dealer or Investment Advisor, and should not be construed as
investment advice. Neither the named representative nor the named Broker Dealer or Investment Advisor gives tax or legal advice. All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, we
make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. Please consult your financial advisor for further information.

For many, living without a big mortgage means they are
able to save more, invest more, experience more, and retire
sooner. That is quite an incentive when you consider that
about 33% of US households that earn around $75,000 still
live paycheck to paycheck.2

No matter what you call it—downsizing, tiny living, minimalism, microliving, or going
(mostly) off the grid—living smaller and with less stuff is a thing these days. People don’t
just embrace this lifestyle because it is all they can afford; some do it because they want to
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Here are some startling
financial statistics about
tiny-house ownership: 3

68%
55%

have no mortgage, compared to about

23% of all US homeowners.

have a median savings of almost

$11,000 in the bank, which is more
than the average American.

78%
32%

own their tiny home, compared to

65% of those with traditional homes.
have more than

$10,000

saved for retirement.

89%

have less credit card debt than the
average American, while

65% have

no credit card debt.
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Whether you opt for a smaller home, a downtown condominium, an
apartment, or even a tiny house, downsizing can bring about decreased
financial stresses and an increased sense of well-being.

The financial freedom that can come with tiny living has
widespread appeal across the nation. The largest share of
tiny-house dwellers, 23%, are between the ages of 31 and
40.4 Millennials, who watched their parents languish in the
Great Recession and have student debt that puts traditional
houses out of reach, are gravitating toward tiny homes, as
are baby boomers, who want more-affordable homes with
less maintenance. 5
Owners of tiny homes, which can cost as little as $23,000 to
build, say they enjoy this way of life for financial and emotional
freedom, a greener lifestyle, and the satisfaction of building
one’s own refuge.6
A reduced carbon footprint is another draw of tiny houses.
These homes use less lumber and building materials to
construct. They need smaller and fewer appliances, and there’s
less space to heat and cool, which means less electrical and
fuel use. More than 80% of a home’s greenhouse gas emissions
over the course of its 70-year life can be attributed to electrical
and fuel use. Reducing a home’s size by half reduces its lifetime
emissions by 36%.7
There are cons to tiny-house life; chief among them are difficulty
finding a place to park that tiny home because they often are
too small to meet fire, building, and safety codes; doing lessthan-pleasant chores such as emptying a composting toilet; and
having limited space for overnight guests.8

As of May 2016, there were about

A Cheat Sheet!
Smaller spaces in desirable locations
are more affordable.
It is easier to find affordable housing in hot or

Moving to a smaller home — even if it is not
necessarily tiny—can reduce not only your mortgage but
your taxes, insurance, utilities, and maintenance costs.13

buying or renting a 2,000-square-foot (or larger)
home. Condominiums, townhouses, row houses,
and apartments in the heart of a city can fit the bill
for microliving.9

mortgage

Remodeling and
redecorating cost less
—there is less space to deal

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2016/05/18/recession-millennialstiny-home-house/84284316/#

higher-end finishing touches.10

taxes

with. Since you are not dealing
with so much space, you might

http://thetinylife.com/what-is-the-tiny-house-movement

It is still possible to hold gatherings, even larger

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/tiny-house-bigbenefitsfreedom-from-a-mortgage--and-stuff/2015/06/23/f8f706f0-0acc11e5-9e39-0db921c47b93_story.html?utm_term=.7f0a1c9d53df

people come and go throughout the evening, or

put and store things, you are

open up your outdoor area for overflow.

less likely to spend on items

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/tiny-house-bigbenefitsfreedom-from-a-mortgage--and-stuff/2015/06/23/f8f706f0-0acc11e5-9e39-0db921c47b93_story.html?utm_term=.7f0a1c9d53df

6

7

ones. Plan an open-house type event during which
11

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2016/05/18/recession-millennialstiny-home-house/84284316/#

10

http://blog.transunion.com/living-less-leading-minimalist-lifestyle

11

http://blog.transunion.com/living-less-leading-minimalist-lifestyle

12

http://blog.transunion.com/living-less-leading-minimalist-lifestyle

A smaller living
space means less
room for clutter
and unnecessary
belongings.

13

https://www.trulia.com/blog/benefits-of-small-house-living

In turn, this could mean

9

https://www.trulia.com/blog/benefits-of-small-house-living

http://money.usnews.com/money/blogs/my-money/articles/2016-05-10/
the-financial-benefits-of-living-with-less
14

15

https://www.trulia.com/blog/benefits-of-small-house-living/

http://money.usnews.com/money/blogs/my-money/articles/2016-05-10/
the-financial-benefits-of-living-with-less
16
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Since you have less space to

you do not need anyway.15

http://restoringsimple.com/our-tiny-house/tiny-house-statistics

8

maintenance

Downsizing your
home and reducing
your spending can
lead to more financial
security and solvency.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-07-09/tiny-houses-bigwith-u-s-owners-seeking-economic-freedom

5

utilities

invest in custom-made items or

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/earning-75000-and-living-paycheck-topaycheck

4

insurance

Having less space for family members to spread
out and isolate themselves might bring families
closer together, allowing parents and children to
play and interact more.14

2

3

living small in the United States.

trendy neighborhoods when you are not fixed on

Whether you opt for a smaller home, a downtown condominium
or apartment, or a tiny house, downsizing can bring bigger
savings and retirement accounts, decreased financial stresses,
and increased well-being.
1

10,000 people

Tiny living could lead to
better retirement options.
Not only are you putting
more money toward
retirement, but you may
be able to retire earlier
than you thought.16

spending less money on
things you probably do not
need and spending less
time on chores such as
cleaning house.12
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Managing Finances before Marriage Can Help
Couples Avoid Common Pitfalls
Just over 2 million couples tied the knot last year, a rate of
6.9 per 1,000 total population.1 About 70% of those couples
have argued or will argue about money. Disagreements about
finances top other subjects such as household chores, snoring,
togetherness, sex, and what’s for dinner. When married
twosomes argue about money, they typically quarrel about
spending (55%), saving (37%), lying (21%), and exclusion
from decisions (11%).2
The good news, though, is that disagreements over money can
be effectively managed—whether you’re deep into marriage or
just starting out. We have some useful tips for engaged couples
and newlyweds for discussing financial concerns early on. Even if
you have been married a while, though, these pointers can help.

Pre-Marriage Considerations
Whether you are 25 or 55, couples considering marriage should
discuss these financial topics.
• Before you get married, talk frankly and honestly about
money. Disclose your debts and your credit score to your
significant other.3 Decide now how you will work through
financial issues that come up along the way.
• Talk about your money styles and your preferences—are you
frugal or a spendthrift? Do you prefer cash, check, or debit/
credit cards? What is the threshold amount for discussing
big purchases? 4

on one income, and bank the rest for the future. Prepare for
unexpected issues such as job loss or a health crises or for
things like starting your own business or going back to school.
Saving now gives you more options later.9
• Update or create your wills, and change your
beneficiary information on your retirement, investment,
or insurance accounts.
• Merge your lifestyles, and abandon any “it’s my money”
attitudes. These cause tensions and build resentment if one
spouse has significantly more money than the other and spends
extravagantly while the other is clipping coupons and shopping
for clothes at the nearest thrift store.10
• Review your tax withholding, and look for ways to decrease
taxes and maximize retirement savings.11
Whatever plan you put in place, make sure, as a couple, you
come back to it at least once a month. Set aside time every
4 to 6 weeks to talk about money, financial issues, and your
progress and setbacks. Work as a team, and be honest and open
to the possibility that your spouse has some great ideas about
decreasing your debt, increasing your wealth, and living the life
you both dream of.12

Remarrying Later in Life
Couples entering their second (or more) marriage—and
especially couples who are combining families, have adult
children from previous relationships, or have their own strong
portfolios established—may have added, and often very serious,
matters to consider.13

• Set your financial goals—discuss the possibility of
homeownership, children, traveling, retirement, college tuition,
health care crises, job loss, material items, and experiences.
Talk about how you will manage financial emergencies and
how you will save for and spend your lifestyle expenses.5
• Create a budget, and decide how the bills will get paid
and who will pay them. By setting up a budget, you each will
understand how much money comes in and how much goes
out. Figure out how much you will save and how much each of
you receives for personal spending.6

Financial Tips For

• What money tools will you use? Will you bank only in person
or use online- and mobile-banking options? How often will you
check balances on your accounts, and who will handle this?
Find out if your bank offers seminars or apps for newlyweds and
couples who have been married longer.7
• Decide how you will manage insurance needs—health, life,
disability, auto, and home. Agree on contributions to employersponsored retirement plans, 401(k)s, and IRAs.8
• Once you marry or combine households—and you have
merged some or your expenses and income—you might feel
like you just won the lottery, got a raise, or came into extra
cash. Though it might be tempting to bump up your lifestyle,
do not do it. Instead, use your newfound surplus to pay off
loans and credit cards or boost your savings. If you can, live
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Disagreements over money
can be effectively managed
deep into the marriage, or
just starting out.
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A meeting about finances is essential before the wedding day,
especially if both spouses have advanced careers, significant
assets, and/or children of any age. Honesty and clarity are
critical to creating a successful plan.14 Here are some topics to
deliberate as you get ready to walk down the aisle again.

Honesty and clarity
are critical to creating a
successful plan.

• Set up a specific time, and make an agenda to discuss your
respective financial situations.15
• If you have your own financial advisors, introduce them to
your new spouse to make sure everyone is on the same page.16
• Be transparent with your new spouse about your financial
situation, whether it is a positive or negative picture you will be
painting. Consider sharing financial documents, including tax
returns, pay stubs, bank and investment statements, and even a
credit report.17
• Review any contractual obligations you have with
former spouses.18
• Talk about how you want to support not only each other but
each other’s children or other family members. Discuss any
relevant guardianship issues.19
• Determine and acknowledge each of your spending and
savings styles, and map out a plan for handling any differences.
• Merging ideas may be challenging if there are children
involved, an ex-spouse, or a noticeable socioeconomic gap
between you. Try to see the other’s point of view, and learn
his or her strengths and weaknesses so you can complement
each area.20
• Set guidelines and boundaries about a joint checking account,
how you will save for your kids’ college educations, and the
price tag limit for discussing and agreeing on large purchases.21
• You will need to review any plans from prior marriages,
including wills, trusts, and beneficiary designations, and create a
clear plan that addresses all matters of “yours,” “mine,”
and “ours.”22
Each of these topics has multiple layers and even more answers,
depending on which state you live in. But if you talk about these
things early on, even as uncomfortable as it might be, it could
save you even more difficult conversations down the road—and
potentially could save your marriage.
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https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/marriage_divorce_tables.htm
http://time.com/money/2800576/love-money-by-the-numbers/
3
http://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/
articles/2015/06/30/5-tips-for-newlyweds-merging-bank-accounts
4
https://www.balancepro.net/education/pdf/BALNewlyMarriedFinancialC
hecklist.pdf
5
https://www.fidelity.com/viewpoints/personal-finance/five-financial-tipsfor-newlyweds
6
http://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/
articles/2015/06/30/5-tips-for-newlyweds-merging-bank-accounts
7
http://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/
articles/2015/06/30/5-tips-for-newlyweds-merging-bank-accounts
8
https://www.ameriprise.com/retirement/life-events/marriage-andfinances/
9
http://www.kiplinger.com/article/retirement/T037-C014-S001-5-financialtips-for-newlyweds.html
10
http://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/
articles/2015/06/30/5-tips-for-newlyweds-merging-bank-accounts
11
https://www.fidelity.com/viewpoints/personal-finance/five-financial-tipsfor-newlyweds
12
http://www.moneycrashers.com/money-management-newly-marriedcouples/
13
http://www.nextavenue.org/what-second-marriage-could-cost-you/
14
https://www.fidelity.com/viewpoints/personal-finance/estate-planningfor-second-marriages
15
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nextavenue/2015/07/07/before-a-secondmarriage-make-these-4-smart-money-moves/#7a3bbe162d48
16
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nextavenue/2015/07/07/before-a-secondmarriage-make-these-4-smart-money-moves/#7a3bbe162d48
17
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nextavenue/2015/07/07/before-a-secondmarriage-make-these-4-smart-money-moves/#7a3bbe162d48
18
https://www.fidelity.com/viewpoints/personal-finance/estate-planningfor-second-marriages
19
https://www.fidelity.com/viewpoints/personal-finance/estate-planningfor-second-marriages
20
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nextavenue/2015/07/07/before-a-secondmarriage-make-these-4-smart-money-moves/#7a3bbe162d48
21
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nextavenue/2015/07/07/before-a-secondmarriage-make-these-4-smart-money-moves/#7a3bbe162d48
22
https://www.fidelity.com/viewpoints/personal-finance/estate-planningfor-second-marriages
1
2
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USE CAUTION
DUR I NG SUMMER HEAT

3

Change up your workout regimen to
include indoor and/or water activities.
When it seems as though the temperatures stay above
85 degrees, consider taking your workout inside or in the water.
Move inside to an air-conditioned gym for your most intense
workouts. Try running in the rain, as long as there are no severe
weather threats like lightning or high winds.5 Consider a water
aerobics class or swimming laps. Even in the water, it’s still
important to stay hydrated. Schedule a trip to a nearby water
park—you, your friends, and the kids will have a great time, and
you will get plenty of exercise climbing the seemingly endless
stairs to the tops of the slides and walking all day in the park. You
probably will not even realize what a workout you have gotten.6

fit
STAYING
in the

SUMMER
5 TIPS TO MODIFY WORKOUTS

DURING SUMMER HEAT

The temperatures are rising, and your commitment to that “get fit, stay fit” New Year’s
resolution may be waning. You are not alone. Among those who make New Year’s
resolutions, only 20% keep them throughout the year.1
Despite the heat and your diminishing focus, it is not too late to get back on track. Here are
five tips for exercising safely during the summer.

1

Be flexible about what time you work out.
It is not your imagination that heat and humidity make
walking, running, hiking, and biking feel much harder than
they did last winter or even early spring. You will need to be
flexible about the time of day you squeeze in the outdoor part
of your workout. Track the weather, and figure out when the
temperatures are coolest—it might be early in the morning or
later in the evening. Try to schedule your workout at that time.2
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2

Stay hydrated.
Drink plenty of water throughout the day, not just before
or after your workout. Avoid alcohol, sugary drinks, and
caffeine, all of which can cause you to lose fluids. Make sure the
drinks are cool but not too cold; consuming icy-cold drinks when
you are hot could lead to cramps. If you plan to be very active
for a couple of hours or the temperatures are above 80 degrees,3
consider using a sports drink, which can replace salts and minerals
as well as fluids. Choose one with the least amount of sugar.4

4

Wear breathable clothing, and take a
cold shower before you head outside.
Hop in a cold shower, and leave your hair wet. Throw on
lightweight, light-colored, wicking clothes, which pull moisture
away from your skin, making you feel cooler. A hat to keep the
sun off your head and face helps too.7

As we climb to summer temperatures, though, it is important
to exercise safely. According to the National Safety Council,
244 people died in the United States in 2014 from exposure to
excessive heat.9 More than 9,000 people in the United States
have died from heat-related causes since 1979.10
It is important to know and watch for the signs of heat
illness. Monitor yourself and your workout partners for heat
exhaustion or heatstroke.11
Those first signs of heat
illness might include:12
• heavy sweating
• fatigue
• thirst
• muscle cramping

Progressing symptoms
may include:13
• weakness
• dizziness
• headache
• nausea or vomiting
• cool, moist skin

Heatstroke comes when:14
• you have a fever of about 104 degrees,
• your skin is red, hot, and dry,
• you have rapid, shallow breathing,
• a rapid, weak pulse
• you display irrational behavior,
extreme confusion and/or loss of consciousness
At the first signs of heat illness, get out of the heat or sun
immediately, remove any extra clothing, and drink water or a
sports drink. In case of heatstroke, call 911.15

5

Take it easy.
It may seem counterintuitive to go easy with your
workout, but when it is blistering hot outside, it is the best
thing to do. If you are exercising outside, decrease the intensity
of your workout by exercising more slowly and for less time. Stay
in the shade as much as possible, or keep your run or walk on a
gravel or dirt path, which radiates much less heat than concrete
or pavement.8

Working out is a great way to get strong and healthy, but
overdoing a workout in the summer heat could leave you on
the ground with critical heat sickness. Mind these tips we have
provided, exercise caution and common sense, and you will find
it’s a cinch to stay fit in sweltering heat.
http://health.usnews.com/health-news/blogs/eat-run/
articles/2015-12-29/why-80-percent-of-new-years-resolutions-fail
2
http://www.shape.com/fitness/tips/tips-working-out-summer-heat
3
http://www.webmd.com/fitness-exercise/tc/quick-tips-staying-active-inhot-weather-get-started#1
4
https://ufhealth.org/how-avoid-overheating-during-exercise
5
http://www.health.com/health/gallery/0,,20509501,00.html/view-all#runin-the-rain-0
6
http://www.health.com/health/gallery/0,,20509501,00.html/viewall#plan-a-day-at-the-water-park-0
7
http://www.shape.com/fitness/tips/tips-working-out-summer-heat
1

http://www.fitnessmagazine.com/workout/tips/love-your-summerworkout-10-motivation-tricks/
9
http://www.nsc.org/learn/safety-knowledge/Pages/news-and-resourcessurviving-the-hot-weather.aspx
10
https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-heatrelated-deaths
11
https://ufhealth.org/how-avoid-overheating-during-exercise
12
https://ufhealth.org/how-avoid-overheating-during-exercise
13
https://ufhealth.org/how-avoid-overheating-during-exercise
14
https://ufhealth.org/how-avoid-overheating-during-exercise
15
https://ufhealth.org/how-avoid-overheating-during-exercise
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Birmingham, Alabama

Founded as an iron mine, 1 this midsized city in the heart of the
southern United States is ideal for history enthusiasts, music
lovers, foodies, and craft beer fans. The city, a significant part of
American history, has the Civil Rights District, featuring key sites
of the area’s civil rights movement.2 Birmingham also boasts
America’s oldest baseball park and its newest one—Rickwood
Field and Regions Field, respectively. This north central Alabama
city also has the Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame and the vaudeville
theater, Lyric, where acts such as Mae West, Roy Rogers, and
Buster Keaton were once in the spotlight. Food and craft beer
fans might enjoy the growing brewing community as well as the
culinary talent of the city’s chefs.3

Ithaca, New York

OFF

THE

BEATEN PATH
5 GREAT SUMMER DESTINATIONS

Working professionals are requesting vacation time. Kids are flinging their papers in the air as they run
happily across the school’s threshold out into the warm sun. Families are grilling on the back deck.
Fireflies are flickering, and annual cicadas are chirping at dark. It is summertime!
If you are looking for ideas on unique summer destinations, then this is your short list.

Sources:
1
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/usa/the-south/birmingham/
introduction
2
http://www.thekingcenter.org/about-dr-king
3
http://www.travelchannel.com/interests/outdoors-andadventure/articles/the-next-11-great-destinations
4
http://www.frommers.com/slideshows/833067-summer-inthe-u-s-a-20-best-vacation-destinations
5
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Tourism-g47958-Ithaca_Finger_
Lakes_New_York-Vacations.html
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6
http://www.frommers.com/slideshows/833067-summer-inthe-u-s-a-20-best-vacation-destinations
7
https://www.dutchwonderland.com/plan-a-visit/about-dutchwonderland
8
http://www.frommers.com/slideshows/833067-summer-inthe-u-s-a-20-best-vacation-destinations
9
https://www.visitsaltlake.com/things-to-do/featured/
snowbird/
10
http://www.snowbird.com/summer/activities/
11
https://explorestlouis.com/25-things-to-do-in-st-louis/

Nestled in what is known as the Finger Lakes region of Upstate
New York, Ithaca is frosty in the winter but delightful in summer.
This central west New York college town is ideal for walking
through its dozens of eclectic shops, dining in its superior
restaurants, selecting fresh produce, and tasting new wines, as
well as sailing or canoeing on Cayuga Lake or hiking on Ithaca’s
legendary gorges or in the stunning Treman State Park.4
You might also enjoy the local universities’ museums and
education centers that fill the woods, including the Cornell Lab
of Ornithology, featuring a 220-acre wildlife sanctuary.5

Lancaster County, Pennsylvania

If you are truly seeking a relaxed, serene tempo on your
vacation, then step back in and slow down time in America’s
oldest Amish settlement, where thousands of people still
embrace a centuries-old way of living. Savor authentic
Pennsylvania Dutch cooking, and take in the landscape, perhaps
during an Amish buggy ride. You might also shop for that perfect
handmade Amish craft to take home.6 If you would like to mix
the expected side of Lancaster (Amish country) with a surprising
side, then check out Dutch Wonderland, a 42-acre amusement
park with more than 30 rides, designed especially for young
families.7 Summer in Lancaster also is the best time to explore
the region’s many wineries and breweries.8

Snowbird, Utah

A ski resort in the summer? You bet! Snowbird, Utah—just
south of Salt Lake City, nestled in the Wasatch Mountain
State Park in the Rockies—is not just a winter ski destination.
Snowbird Ski & Summer Resort transforms from its wintery,
deep-powder, snowy dreamland into a breathtaking green
summer paradise with plenty to do. Located at the base of
the former mining town of Alta, Utah, Snowbird opened in

1971.9 Summer activities include aerial tram
rides to the 11,000-foot summit of Hidden
Peak and all-day passes for a mountain
coaster, Alpine slide, mountain flyer, vertical
drop, ropes course, climbing wall, and
bungee trampoline. There are even bouncy
inflatables and gemstone mining for the kids.
You can also go mountain biking and hiking and ride
the Peruvian chair and tunnel, which takes sightseers
up 2,400 vertical feet and offers stunning views and
close-up wildlife sightings.10

St. Louis, Missouri

Situated near the confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri
rivers, St. Louis has something for everyone. St. Louis offers
a variety of glimpses of history—ride up 630 feet on the
iconic Gateway Arch; explore Forest Park, one of the largest
urban parks in America and home to The Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, or the 1904 world’s fair; or enjoy a tour of AnheuserBusch Brewery and visit its famous Clydesdale horses. If art and
science are your things, then St. Louis’s museums and parks will
satisfy. To name just a few of the abundant places to visit, there
are the interactive and educational Magic House; Citygarden, an
oasis of contemporary art that blends landscape and sculpture;
City Museum, a museum and playground constructed from
recycled plastic and found objects; and St. Louis Science Center,
which boasts more than 700 hands-on displays. Outdoor
lovers will not lack for activities either; they can enjoy Six Flags
St. Louis, a St. Louis Cardinals baseball game, St. Louis Zoo,
Onondaga Cave State Park, Missouri Botanical Gardens, or a live
rock show at Hollywood Casino Amphitheater. Everyone in the
family will find plenty to enjoy about St. Louis.11
Do the unexpected this summer and visit one of these, or
another destination off the beaten path. Learn a little American
history in Birmingham. Slow down time in Pennsylvania or
speed down the Rocky Mountains in Utah. Get back to nature
in Ithaca, or enjoy city life in St. Louis. No matter where your
travels take you this summer, remember the most important
thing about vacations: Have fun!
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